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Disclaimers | T&C

Target Market

SAQA Unit Standard 252250
NQF Level:1 | Credits:3 
Duration: 1 day, face to face.
DEL or  SETA Attendance Certificate options.
Credit-bearing outcomes requires POE
submission. SETA Statement of Results (SOR) are
issued by SETA's and can take 6 months or more.
Non-credit bearing option available utilising
credit bearing unit standard training material and
tests excluding POE submission.

Fire defence policy; safety signs/symbols on fire equipment.
Fire prevention includes legal, financial and personal
consequences.
Procedures for employees: alerting the fire department and
evacuation procedures.
The theory of fire: methods of fire transmission, the chemistry of
combustion, sources of heat, phases of a fire, classification of
fires and extinguishing methods.
Recognizing different types of fires (ordinary combustible
materials, electrical, flammable liquids and gases); risks from the
environment (where the fire is, structure and layout of site,
adjacent hazards, structural materials) and appropriate fire
fighting procedure.
Fire fighting and safety equipment - identifying, selecting and
checking fire extinguishers, hose reels, and buckets.
Use of Fire Fighting safety equipment including fire
extinguishers, hose reels and buckets and fire blankets.
Fighting containable/extinguishable fires; fire fighting methods;
changes in conditions; fire monitoring issues.
Retreating from a fire site and handing over to appropriate
personnel.
Reporting/recording the status of fire and equipment.
Practical training to use equipment to its full potential.

As legislated in the Occupational Health and Safety
(OHS) Act 85 of 1993:  every employer 'has a duty to
provide and maintain as far as is reasonably practicable,
a working environment that is safe and without risk to
the health of his employee'  and a good ratio to follow
is  10 or more staff must have at least one fire-fighter
appointed for every 50 employees and  on line with
your emergency plan, at least one fire fighter per
area/floor/department on each shift. This basic fire
fighting course will enable employees to prevent,
identify and extinguish insipient-stage fires in the
workplace using basic fire-fighting equipment. It is a
hands-on, practical course in basic fire fighting but
also includes formal instruction on various aspects of
fire and fire behaviour, fire prevention and
evacuation procedures, basic fire equipment and fire
fighting procedures. This basic fire fighting course
includes topics such as fire safety and fire
prevention, identifying the type of fire, evaluating the
context of the fire and selecting the appropriate fire
fighting procedure; identifying, selecting and
checking appropriate fire fighting and safety
equipment; fighting containable/extinguishable fires;
retreating from fire site and handing over to
appropriate personnel; reporting/recording the
status of fire and equipment. COVID-19 protocols as
directed are covered in this course.

 Course Content & Outcomes 

 Background & Context

Formal & informal sector employers
Health and Safety Reps and Committees in
workplaces.
Self-employed entrepreneurs, 'second hussle' job
seekers, 
Formal and Informal settlement residents. 
Essential for leaders of teams managing venues,
churches.
Employees who work from home, remotely off-site.
Highly recommended career path for  youth,
unemployed.
Essential for neighbourhood watch and school
teams,etc.

Everyone in workplaces and spaces: 


